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Abstract
We present a scheme for the generation of a high polariza-

tion positron beam with continous wave (CW) bunch struc-
ture for the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
(CEBAF) at Jefferson Laboratory (JLab). The positrons
are created in a high average power conversion target and
collected by a CW capture linac and DC solenoid.

INTRODUCTION
The CEBAF accelerator has provided high energy spin

polarized electron beams for almost 30 years. Today, JLab
is exploring an upgrade which would provide high energy
spin polarized positron beams to address new physics [1, 2].

A relatively new technique referred to as PEPPo (Polarized
Electrons for Polarized Positrons) has been adopted [3] to
generate the positrons. Here the spin polarization of an
electron beam is transferred by polarized bremsstrahlung and
polarized e+/e- pair creation within a high-power rotating
tungsten target.

In this scheme two accelerators are used (see Fig. 1). First,
the Jefferson Lab Low Energy Recirculator Facility (LERF)
building (see Fig. 2) is repurposed to take advantage of
existing electrical, cryogenic, and shielding facilities. A
high current >1 mA spin polarized CW electron beam is
produced, accelerated to an energy of 120 MeV and trans-
ported to the high-power target to generate the spin polarized
positrons. Afterwards, the positrons are collected to maxi-
mize intensity or polarization, bunched and re-accelerated
to 123 MeV. Finally their spin direction may adjusted in a
novel spin rotator. Once the positron beam exits the LERF
it is transported from ground level through a new beam line
to the CEBAF accelerator tunnel underground. There it is
transported half-way around the accelerator and injected as
a usual electron beam would from the existing CEBAF elec-
tron injector. The positrons are then accelerated to 12 GeV
and may be extracted at any pass (intermediate energies)
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Figure 1: CEBAF and LERF accelerators. Green line shows
the new 123 MeV transport beam line connecting LERF to
CEBAF for high energy acceleration of positron beams.

to any of the four halls. The Ce+BAF design is optimized
to provide users with spin polarization >60 % at intensities
>100 nA, and with higher intensities when polarization is
not needed.

LERF
Polarized Electron Injector

The existing LERF injector provides the baseline lay-
out with the superconducting quarter cryomodule (Capture
Linac: SRF 10 MV) capable of accelerating up to 10 mA
CW beams to 9 MeV/𝑐 [4]. Upstream of the Capture Linac,
the layout will resemble that in CEBAF, albeit more com-
pact starting with the polarized electron source, followed
by a Wien spin rotator and a buncher cavity for longitudi-
nal matching to the SRF 10 MV. Downstream of the SRF
10 MV, a three dipole magnet chicane injects the electron
beam into the first of two full-length accelerating SRF cry-
omodules (60 MV each). The LERF electron gun will be
a scaled-up version of the 130 keV inverted geometry gun
used at CEBAF for many years [5]. The CEBAF gun reli-
ably provides highly spin polarized electron beams 90% and
average current of 200 µA with 0.4 pC CW bunch trains
(250/499 MHz). Due to excellent dynamic vacuum condi-
tions and a biased anode limiting ionized residual gas from
reaching the photocathode, charge lifetimes >400 C with
strained-superlattice GaAs/GaAsP are achieved [6, 7].

However, because the bremsstrahlung yield of positrons
from electrons will be low (< 10−4) a much higher beam cur-
rent >1 mA is required with correspondingly higher bunch
charge >2 pC. We expect to operate the gun in a range of
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Figure 2: LERF layout of polarized e- and e+ injectors.

300-350 kV to manage the higher bunch charge and allow
direct injection to the SRF 10 MV. To meet the anticipated
demands we expect to re-design the gun cathode electrode
in two ways, (a) to have a larger spherical radius to achieve
and safely maintain higher gradient and (b) to accommodate
a larger laser beam spot size to extend the charge lifetime.
Additionally the cathode must be free of field emission so
we plan to include the capability of applying 50 kV beyond
the required beam voltage for high voltage gas conditioning.

The higher bunch charges also pose challenges for the
initial bunching and acceleration of the beam. Space charge
forces will repel the electrons and reverse the bunching as the
beam drifts, where space charge effects typically degrade
beam quality. To prevent this, we have kept the distance
between the gun and the first accelerating element as short
as possible and plan to compress the electron bunch from
40 ps (determined by the optical pulsed) to about 2 ps within
a few meters prior to the SRF QCM.

The final section of the electron injector shapes the trans-
verse emittance to match the acceptance for two CEBAF
style CMs which accelerate the beam energy to about 120
MeV. A separate contribution to this conference [8] describes
the electron injector in detail.

High Power Target for Positron Production
A conceptual design of the high power positron target has

been developed. Tungsten has been chosen as the preferred
target material. GEANT4 [9] simulations have been used to
determine that a tungsten target thickness of 4 mm is optimal
for maximizing the Figure-of-Merit [10] (FOM, defined as
the product of the positron current and the square of their
longitudinal polarization). The thermal power deposited
by a 1 mA electron beam current of 120 MeV energy into
4 mm of tungsten has been estimated with FLUKA [11, 12]
to be on the order of 17 kW. A typical target employed at
JLab has less than 1 kW of electron beam power deposited
into the target material. The only feasible cooling agent for
the 17 kW target at Jefferson Lab would be water as the
maximum cryogenic capacity for target cooling is less than
6 kW. Notably, the only JLab target that surpassed the 1 kW
mark to date was the 2.5 kW liquid hydrogen target [13] for
the Qweak experiment.

The design of the target has been done with ANSYS-
Fluent [14] thermal simulations. Fluent calculations have

shown that a static 4 mm thick tungsten target in a copper
frame cooled by an internal water channel could sustain
about 1 kW of electron beam power safely. A 35 cm diam-
eter and 4 mm thick tungsten target rotating at 2 Hz could
safely dissipate the 17 kW beam power deposited in it while
maintaining a maximum temperature below 1000 K. A con-

Figure 3: Side-view concept design of the rotating target.

cept of the rotating tungsten target is shown in Fig. 3, where
the tungsten is an annular ring partially encased in a copper
frame. The electron beam impinges onto the 4 mm tungsten
annulus a few mm from the frame and 17.5 cm from the
rotation axis. The conceptual design of the target will have
to be engineered into a design that can be manufactured,
operated and decommissioned safely. A detailed concept is
evaluated in a separate contribution to this conference [15].

CW Positron Beam Formation
The generation of positrons in a thick target creates an

exceptionally broad distribution in transverse and longitudi-
nal phase space. A high field (𝐵1) quarter-wave transformer
(QWT) located after the target decreases the transverse angu-
lar divergence of the positron distribution while also defining
the central momentum of the positron polarization distribu-
tion to be collected. Following the high field region a low
field (𝐵2) solenoid is used to manage the positron beam
through an RF capture section. The solenoid fields 𝐵1 and
𝐵2 are optimized to maintain the large 4D transverse phase
space of the beam [16] through this region.

A positron momentum spread 𝛿𝑝/𝑝0 < 1% was chosen
early on in the design in order to mitigate apertures in re-
gions of large dispersion in the transport lines connecting
the LERF to CEBAF. Although we have not settled on a final
momentum spread this issue motivated us to include an RF
capture section right after the QWT in our design studies in
order to decrease the longitudinal energy spread as well as
improve the transverse beam emittance.

Following the RF capture region the positron momenta
is defined by a chicane beamline composed of quadrupoles
and dipoles to create a correlation between positron energy
and transverse position at its midpoint. After the chicane
the positron beam is accelerated in a SRF CM to 123 MeV
(an injection energy requirement for CEBAF 12 GeV) and
transported through a bunch compression chicane to achieve
a bunch length of a few picoseconds.



Ce+BAF Parameter Status Goal

𝑝0 [MeV/𝑐] 60 60
𝜎𝛿𝑝/𝑝0 [%] 0.68 ±1
𝜎𝑧 [ps] 3 ≤ 4
Normalized 𝜖𝑛 [mm mrad] 140 ≤ 40
𝑝 𝑓 [MeV/𝑐] 123 123
𝐼e+ (𝑃 > 60%) [nA] 170 > 50

Table 1: Simulated parameters of the Ce+BAF injector.

In this contribution the chicane was optimized for
60 MeV/𝑐 positrons (maximum polarized FoM) while pass-
ing a 1% energy spread. Results of recent CW polarized
positron beam simulations are shown in Tab. 1 relative to
our present design goals. We have met or exceeded all goals
except for the normalized emittance, which can be met by
reducing the acceptance and reducing the positron beam
current or increasing the drive beam power. A reference to
earlier work on this topic was reported in [17].

Positron Spin Rotator
The precession of the electron beam polarization when

accelerated at CEBAF to 12 GeV is more than 60 full revolu-
tions. Experiments however most often require longitudinal
or sometimes transverse spin polarization at their target. At
CEBAF a 4𝜋 spin rotator consisting of two Wien filters with
intervening solenoid magnets [18] is used to orient the spin
at the injector to control the final spin polarization at the
experiment. This is convenient when the beam energy is
100 keV and the required Wien filter field strengths are mod-
est (e.g. E 1 MV/m and B 100 G). However, the positron
beam production energies at the LERF are 10’s of MeV and
the final beam energy is >100 MeV, making a Wien filter
impractical.

For Ce+BAF a higher energy spin rotator concept has been
imagined. The proposed spin rotator scheme is shown in
Fig. 4. Composed by interleaved dipole and solenoid fields
[19] the small anomalous gyromagnetic factor for positrons
(or even electrons) means the spin rotation in the solenoids is
more effective than in the dipoles at lower energies. However,
the dipole magnetic field is necessary to provide the desired
spin rotation axis. Rotating the spin around the longitudinal
solenoid and radial dipole fields, this spin rotator can provide
a desired net spin rotation around the vertical axis in the
horizontal plane. Notably in this design the dipole fields
are arranged with net zero bending angle, leaving the beam
trajectory intact and transparent to beam orbit perturbations.
Further details of this design will be presented in a future
presentation once on-going simulations are completed.

12 GeV Ce+BAF
Once the CW positron beam has been formed and the spin

oriented it is ready for acceleration to higher energies. The
positron beam is transported in a new tunnel connecting the

Figure 4: Spin rotator concept. 𝜙𝑥 : spin rotation around the
radial axis, 𝜙𝑧: spin rotation around the longitudinal axis.

east side of LERF to the south east corner of CEBAF near
the entrance of the South Linac (Fig. 1). This new beamline
features a double-bend achromat (DBA) to maintain small
dispersion and a vertical achromatic translator to bring the
beam to the elevation of the CEBAF South Linac tunnel near
the ceiling. At this point a long FODO channel attached to
the ceiling of the South Linac transports the beam to the west
side of CEBAF where it is bent 180 degrees via a DBA-like
lattice with low dispersion and is also isochronous. At the
end of this long transport line a vertical achromat translator
and horizontal bending magnets bring the beam to the start
of the North Linac where it is injected. Additionally, each
beamline also has a betatron matching section.

While this long beamline from LERF to CEBAF is de-
signed for the 123 MeV/𝑐 positron beam it should also be
suitable for an electron beam with energy up to 650 MeV/𝑐
to be compatible with a future upgrade of CEBAF to 22 GeV.

The CEBAF accelerator limits the maximum transverse
emittance that one can transport because of the reduced
acceptance at the extraction corners. We estimate that one
can inject between 40 and 120 mm.mrad of normalized
emittance at the front of the north linac [20]. In terms of
longitudinal acceptance, we are planning to change the optics
configuration for the first two recirculation arcs (east and
west sides) in order to have smaller dispersion functions
and an easily tunable momentum compaction. With these
new optics we should expect to inject up to a percent of
energy spread in the front of the north linac and transport
a beam that has a longitudinal bunch length around 1 mm.
A separate contribution to this conference [21] is exploring
the admittance of the electron injector and first recirculation
pass of CEBAF.

OUTLOOK
The Ce+BAF working group has developed a scheme to

provide CEBAF with polarized positron beams with CW
time structure. Early designs and simulated parameters com-
bined with constraints are approaching the anticipated goals.
Our focus in the coming months is to develop a white paper
documenting in greater detail the technical approach and
additional issues being addressed, but not reported in the
length of these proceedings.
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